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eeRoots in a nutshelleeRoots in a nutshell

eeRoots’s Mission

eeRoots designs and creates simple, educational and integrated electronics for engineers, students and hobbyists. It 
strives to make technology simple, integrated and fun, with the purpose of eliminating the complicated tech barrier 
that the new generation faces.

Story

eeRoots started out over a discussion on how complicated, time consuming and expensive it was for someone to 
create a tech project – be it a home automation project, technical data logging or just a simple and fun educational 
Arduino creation. It was also a University spin off that built on a final year project at the University of Malta.

The problem with modern tools is not that they’re not accessible, it’s that to use them you need a lot of effort and 
know-how. On top of that, most prototyping boards require additional sensors or boards in order to actually do 
something useful with them. These have to be connected with wires, something all too familiar for an engineer or a 
hobbyist. It’s a time consuming and inefficient process. So we thought we’d solve that problem by creating an 
integrated platform. Thus, eeRoots, which stands for “Electrical Engineering Roots”, was born. The name derives 
from the fact that the core product, eeMod, and the entire market stem from this field.

eeMod

eeMod is the first and main product of eeRoots. It’s an Arduino compatible development platform designed to have 
the most commonly used sensors by the open source community. Designed to be the first and last development 
model needed, the eeMod replaces complicated stacks of boards and wires with a simple integrated platform that 
contains 10+ sensors.

The eeMod platform is divided into two Printed Circuit Board (PCB) modules – a controller module and a sensor 
module that together create a convenient and flexible prototyping board packed with functionality, including: 
Bluetooth 4.0, Wi-Fi, Infrared Sensors, Motor Control, Light Sensors, Color Sensor, Compass, Gyro, Accelerometer, 
SD Card slot, Power Supply and USB; all in one single module that is small enough to fit in the palm of your hand.

Realizing that programming flexibility is key to project evolution, the eeMod includes an ATmega2560 to make it 
Arduino compatible but it isn’t limited to one programming language. Depending on the controller used, eeMod 
works with other languages such as C, C++ and VHDL. It is designed to grow and evolve with any project, starting 
with simple programming languages and adding more complex and powerful ones as needed by simply unplugging 
the Top Module and plugging in a more powerful one.



Where to Buy

eeRoots will be launching their crowd funding campaign on Indiegogo on the 7th of April 2016. Different perks are 
offered, including early birds. The campaign will be available on this link: https://igg.me/at/eemod

Here’s a breakdown of the rewards:



Founding Team

Reuben Ferrante (Founder)

Reuben started eeRoots briefly after finishing his 4 year undergraduate engineering degree at the University of 
Malta. Having a keen eye for product design and a love for programming, eeMod was built from scratch after 
several prototypes and improvements. He has held previous engineering intern positions at CERN and TDK and lists 
electronic design and programming as mechanical modeling as his key skills that helped shape eeRoots.

Jessica Millo (Marketing)

Jessica majors in Psychology and is part of the team at eeRoots. She makes sure that everything at eeRoots is 
presentable, well laid out and ready to be launched. She also handles social media and the press. She will soon be 
ready with her Masters degree at the University of Malta.

Handling Manufacturing

eeRoots have partnered with NOA labs, a top German-based manufacturing company in China in order to effectively 
manufacture eeMods with the highest quality. NOA labs will also make sure that eeMods are delivered to 
customers. This partnership balances eeRoots manufacturing needs and ensures product quality. NOA labs have 
previous experience with crowd funding and come from a background of getting different products to market in a 
very efficient way.

Contact

Main company emails:

info@eeroots.com
eerootsinfo@gmail.com
presscontact@eeroots.com
twitter@eeroots.com

Chris Boucher (Crowdfunding/Marketing)

Chris is Head of Marketing and Business Development at NOA Labs, and applies his sharped skills into eeRoots in 
order to make their project eeMod as successful as possible. Running an experienced team of designers and 
marketing specialists, he makes sure every crowdfunding campaign is fully funded.



DISCLAIMERDISCLAIMER

All the products owned by eeRoots are protected by copyright law and international copyright treaty. Therefore, 
this manual is to be treated as any other copyright material. No part of this manual, including product and software 
described herein, must be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, translated or transmitted in any form or by any 
means, without the prior written permission of eeRoots.

This manual can be printed for private or local use, but not for distribution. Any modification and/or distribution of 
this manual is prohibited. eeRoots provides this manual ‘as is’ without warranty of any kind, either expressed or 
implied, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or fitness for a 
particular purpose.

eeRoots shall assume no responsibility or liability for any errors, omissions and inaccuracies that may appear in this 
manual. In no event shall eeRoots or any of its distributors, suppliers or employees be liable for any indirect, 
specific, incidental or consequential damages (including damages for loss of business profits and business 
information, business interruption or any other pecuniary loss) arising out of the use of this manual or product, even 
if eeRoots has been advised of the possibility of such damages. eeRoots reserves the right to change information 
contained in this manual at any time without prior notice, if necessary.

This evaluation board/kit is intended for use for engineering development, do-it-yourself projects, learning and 
education, demonstration, or evaluation purposes. The product provided by eeRoots is not intended to be used 
commercially in end-products, commercial, and general consumer systems and/or products. As such, the goods 
provided are not intended to be complete in terms of required design-, marketing-, and/or manufacturing-related 
protective considerations, including product safety and environmental measures typically found in end products 
that incorporate such semiconductor components or circuit boards. eeRoots has designed its evaluation board/kit 
to be safe for handling. Moreover, RoHS, CE, FCC, UL directions were followed. However, this evaluation board/kit 
does not fall within the scope of the European Union directives regarding electromagnetic compatibility, restricted 
substances (RoHS), recycling (WEEE), FCC, CE or UL, and therefore may not meet the technical requirements of 
these directives or other related directives. The product may radiate radio frequency energy and has not been 
tested for compliance with the limits of computing devices pursuant to part 15 of FCC rules, which are designed to 
provide reasonable protection against radio frequency interference. Operation of this equipment in other 
environments may cause interference with radio communications, in which case the user at his own expense will be 
required to take whatever measures may be required to correct this interference.

The user assumes all responsibility and liability for proper and safe handling of the goods. Further, the user 
indemnifies eeRoots from all claims arising from the handling or use of the goods. Due to the open construction of 
the product, it is the user’s responsibility to take any and all appropriate precautions with regard to electrostatic 
discharge.

This evaluation board/kit contains FCC compliant modules that fall under part 15 of FCC rules.
FCC ID: 2AB6YHM-1011
FCC ID: 2ADUIESP-12

Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference and (2) this 
device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

This evaluation board/kit contains a CE compliant module that falls under EN 60950 (Safety), ETSI EN301 489 (EMC), 
and ETSI EN300 328 (Radio) of CE rules.
Certification Number: BCTC-141212468

Copyright © eeRoots™, 2016, All Rights Reserved.
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